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Introduction
 Public health informatics is a multidisciplinary field that incorporates

knowledge from different technical and health-related fields for problem
solving.
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Heek’s Onion Ring Model




 Fellows from the CDC Public Health Informatics Fellowship Program solve

Three-legged Stool of PHI

A tool to represent a PHI problem
Apply to narrate the various aspects of a public
health information system in question and the
context in which it is or will be implemented







complex real-world problems in an applied service and learning environment. Informed by the need for a unified problem solving approach in this
environment and for creating a shared understanding of PHI problems, we
developed a structured framework that integrates inputs to problem solving, problem management and expertise development.
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A tool to determine the solution space
The base of the stool represents the generic end
goal of any public health informatics solution, i.e.
to provide information for decision making
The three legs represent the necessary activities
to support the end goal

Discussion
 Developing a public health informatics workforce capable of problem

solving in complex environments requires transformational learning.
 In transformational learning, problem solvers receive and reflect upon the

impact of their own actions and those of others and continuously improve
their level of performance over time.
 As the PHI practice environment becomes increasingly complex, we do not

only need to train for competence but for capability.
 Although the given examples are in the U.S. context, we believe that the

framework for problem solving in PHI can be adapted to problem solving
work in other contexts.

 Using this framework as a lens, we describe the real-world problems that

CDC’s Public Health Informatics Fellowship Program (PHIFP) fellows solve
during their applied training.

Next Steps
Problem Solving Framework

 To assign a level of complexity and difficulty to PHIFP problem solving situa-

tions to provide pathway to progressively increasing expert performance.

The framework has three key components (Figure 1).
A. PROBLEM SOLVING INPUTS describes problem solving scenarios (Table 1)
that provide opportunities to solve different types of problems in
real-world settings and apply the problem-solver abilities to those scenarios
given limited resources. The following are problem scenarios encountered
by fellows:






InfoAids: Fellows respond to technical assistance requests from state and local health departments and international agencies.
Capstone Projects: Fellows design and implement projects to evaluate information systems in
their assignments, elsewhere within CDC or with an outside public health agency.

 To develop a repository of problem solving cases to elucidate development
Figure 4. Three-legged Stool of PHI

of fellows and to track overall outcomes and lessons learned from PHIFP
problem solving interventions.

Information Value Cycle




A tool to diagnose the problem space and to determine the solution space
Apply to identify and classify the informatics
problem by the appropriate phase of the Information Value Cycle

NAIL-IT


A step-by-step approach to problem-solving in
public health informatics

Conclusion
 We have developed a unified framework for developing problem solving

expertise in PHI that borrows concepts from its referent disciplines.
 In doing so, we also proposed a way of recording problem solving informa-

Center projects: Fellows are assigned to CDC centers to work on programmatic and crosscutting informatics projects in various domains such as infectious disease, environmental
health or global health.

tion that contributes to better understanding of PHI problems and their
contexts and support improvement of performance in problem solving.
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C. EXPERTISE DEVELOPMENT describes how the use of outcome tracking of
interventions and the deliberate feedback practice loop supports capability
building and growth of expertise in the field from a problem-solving
perspective.
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